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Bud: Could we meet out at\Ft. Sdl^L. E&rl?

Ace: Shall we plan to meet out at Ft. Sill then? Is the 5:30 meeting better

bhan late? \

Db: Would we have.cafeteria facilities!there?

• Ade: Yeah, (laughter in background) .•

" Ace: If its^agreeable with everyone else\that facilities are better that we

have here, why you can come the"n.- \
\

Lady: There's a certain amount of fellowship in the cafeteria that you won-'t
\

get at just a strict meeting. • ' \\
\ \ \

Ace: Well, the* next time we meet, I'd kinda\like for us to just "brain-rstorm
/ \

\ / \It doesn t make any difference what you do, yî u know, what idea you have.

You think it might so'und silly,\ it might sound\ out-landi'sh, but any and every

it i

idea that have, I'll try to get a blackboard in\ here. (-<yoice and laughter in n

X \
background) ^chalkboard) Anyway, I'll get \a board in here and I'd l^ke to

•*' \ ^ •

just start out --you know, the things that we can. do--objeotives. And it doesn't

have to'be—it doesn't ha*ve to make sense.. The thing about is that we need

to have enerything that we can get and then to cVn<£ .back and get selected and

pick out the ones we want to give preference to, add to then, take away from

then and just adjust everything as.,we go., And I thiifk probably if we did this,

we would come up with a list of objectives that we could have real effect with.

' • • " \

Bob: (not Bob Miller) I may be out of order hefe, but\l think we ought to

• \ ' ' V'-
organize now. (laughter); I've vested about fifteen yekrs here-two weeks too

long. f . . . • . ',

Ace: 'Well, I still think that each one of us ought to really decide whether

or not we want, to be a part of it. There are "several that\ couldn' t come to*

various meetings, so (noise in background)'. How does everybody feel? Maybe

you want to do what Bob say. , \ ' \ • '
• \


